**DESIGNED TOGETHER TO WORK TOGETHER™**

It’s called vision. And every architect, every designer and every contractor has one. They’re artists. And an artist asks for only one thing—freedom. Because when artists are free, they can bring to life the vision they see in their minds.

USG and GE give these artists that freedom. With breakthrough design that combines advanced engineering and a strikingly pure aesthetic, LOGIX™ Integrated Ceiling Systems and Lumination™ LED Luminaires offer a flexible, environmentally conscious system that makes a difference in every design.

Making it possible for architects to create. Designers to design. And contractors to build.

Bringing together form, fit and function, in a tested system that’s Designed Together to Work Together™.

---

**LOGIX™ INTEGRATED CEILING SYSTEMS & USG**

**Something To Look Up To**

Introducing the revolutionary LOGIX™ Integrated Ceiling Systems. Where aesthetics and performance come together to transform acoustical ceilings into a tailored design element that integrates overhead functions, systems and components. Designed to maximize lighting, acoustics and energy savings, LOGIX™ flexibility in layouts and configurations gives everyone from the architect to the designer, from the contractor to construction crew, the freedom and coordination they’ve always wanted. So you can create, explore, experiment, and express a vision that is uniquely your own.

For more information about the revolutionary LOGIX™ Integrated Ceiling Systems, call 800-USG-4YOU or visit usgdesignstudio.com

---

**LUMINATION™ LED LUMINAIRES & GE**

**The Brighter Side of Design**

Lumination™ LED Luminaires present a new category of indoor LED lighting fixtures. Featuring the reliability for which GE is famous, this complete profile offers a variety of highly efficient and aesthetically pleasing possibilities. Lumination™ LED Luminaires provide the flexibility and freedom to create imaginative environments, while cutting electricity and maintenance costs along the way. All so you can turn the places people live, work, shop and play into exciting, inspirational spaces that capture the imagination the moment someone steps in the room.

To learn more about Lumination™ LED Luminaires, call 888-MY-GE-LED or visit gelightingsolutions.com